


MEET BOLD RILEY!
Gay readers, a lot of whom are unfamiliar with comics, will be coming to 
comics shops in June due to a gay storyline in Marvel’s Astonishing X-Men 
that the company is promoting heavily outside the usual comics press.

THE LEGEND OF BOLD RILEY will have 
broad appeal (men and women, gay and 
straight) and is easy to recommend to non-
comics readers who are familiar with genre 
favorites like Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 
Conan the Barbarian and Game of Thrones. 
To emphasize that connection, the book 
includes a foreword by fan favorite TV writer 
Jane Espenson. The book is perfect for fans 
of hard-edged adventure who want a bit more 
wit, stronger female characters, and an indie 
art sensibility.

This 7”x10” book contains 6 stories written by 
Leia Weathington and illustrated by different 
artists. The marquee stories, Jason Thompson’s “The Serpent in the Belly”, 
Konstantin Pogorelov’s “The Wicked Temple” and Vanessa Gillings’ “The 
Golden Trumpet Tree” cover the gamut from manga to impressionist to lush 
comics realness, and will surprise and delight readers of all tastes.

THE LEGEND OF BOLD RILEY is 232 full color pages, with color maps 
of Bold Riley’s world inside the front and back covers. The cover features a 
striking metallic ink logo to give the book a regal touch of class.

AND THERE’S MORE…!
Check out the back of this booklet for more recommendations of gay and 
transgender books from Northwest Press: from literary erotica to superhero 
parody to irreverent auto-bio humor to books about and for gay teens and 
preteens. The anti-bullying title The Power Within is a great and inexpensive 
addition to any comics shop, and features guest pages by Phil Jimenez, Gail 
Simone, Greg Rucka, Dan Parent and other comics favorites.

Learn more about Bold Riley and other titles at NorthwestPress.com!

THE LEGEND 
OF BOLD RILEY

•	232	full	color	pages
•	7”x10”
•	Metallic	ink	on	cover
•	Foreword	by	TV	

writer Jane Espenson
•	$29.99	Cover	Price

Order from Diamond: 
Item #MAY121226



FOREWORD
Right now, we are living and creating during an era of change. The old 
limitations are disappearing quickly. The towering old structures are past their 
tipping points and they’re falling down around us, revealing beautiful new 
views.

Just as sitcom newlyweds used be—obviously! self-evidently!—male/female 
sets, so were swashbuckling, damsel-rescuing heroes assumed to be men. 
These assumptions, like most assumptions, start to seem arbitrary and strange 
once they’re stripped away, and we wonder how we were so blind before. Has 
there really been no Legend of Bold Riley before this? The story feels fresh 
but also classic, a tone that’s reflected in the beautiful artwork. Rilavashana’s 
particular brave heart is new to us, but the role of traveling hero fits her so 
naturally that it feels as if she must have been a literary friend forever.

I have spent the bulk of my TV writing career on sci-fi and fantasy shows 
including Buffy: The Vampire Slayer, Battlestar Galactica and Once 
Upon A Time. But before all that, I was a comedy writer. I was a writer on 
Ellen DeGeneres’s sitcom, Ellen during its final, “out,” season. We learned 
there that stories only get better when you open the windows and let the light 
shine in.

The best thing about The Legend of Bold Riley is that it takes its revolution 
for granted. The story works on its own terms, not simply as a palatalizing 
agent for a message. Read it as an indulgence, not as a demonstration of your 
open-mindedness. 

She’s a hero. You’re a reader. You were meant for each other.

Jane Espenson 
Los Angeles, 2012

Jane Espenson had a five-year stint as a writer and producer on Buffy the Vampire Slayer and 
shared a Hugo Award for her writing on the episode “Conversations with Dead People”. She was 
an exexutive producer on the Battlestar Galactica prequel series Caprica and has written for 
HBO’s Game of Thrones and the fourth season of Torchwood.
She is currently working as a consulting producer and writer on ABC’s series Once Upon a 
Time, and has co-written and produced her first independent original web series with co-creator 
Brad Bell, entitled Husbands, which can be seen at HusbandsTheSeries.com.
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TELENY AND CAMILLE by Jon Macy 
B&W,	240	pages,	$29.99.	Adults only. SEP101088

Adapted	from	the	“first	gay	novel”,	the	1893	erotic	novel	Teleny 
attributed to Oscar Wilde and his circle. Winner of the 2011 

Lambda Literary Award for Gay Erotica.

GLAMAZONIA: THE 
UNCANNY SUPER-TRANNY 
by Justin Hall and friends. 
Color,	136	pages,	$24.99.	
Mature readers. OCT101093
An irreverent superhero parody 
starring a fabulous transgender superheroine behaving badly 
and	coming	out	on	top.	2011	Lambda	Literary	Award	Finalist	
for	Transgender	Fiction.	

RAINY DAY RECESS: 
THE COMPLETE STEVEN’S COMICS 

by	David	Kelly.	B&W,	120	pages,	$19.99. 
Ages 10 and up. JAN111273

Collects the entire Xeric-winning series in one 
volume with bonus strips, illustrations and new 

material created especially for this edition. 

THE POWER WITHIN 
by Charles “Zan” Christensen and Mark Brill with special guests. 
32	pages,	$4.99.	Ages	10	and	up.	JUL111189
This anti-bullying book that earned its creators a spot on OUT 
Magazine’s “OUT 100” for 2011 includes contributions by 
Phil Jimenez, Gail Simone, Dan Parent, Greg Rucka and more! 

A WASTE OF TIME 
by Rick Worley.  

B&W,	136	Pages,	$19.99.	
Mature readers. JUL111189

This semi-autobiographical 
collection about a surly, boy-obsessed bunny is 

poignant, raunchy and damn funny, as if Calvin and 
Hobbes had been created by a gay Robert Crumb. 

MORE	TERRIFIC	LGBT	COMICS	
FOR	EVERY	AUDIENCE,	FROM	
NORTHWEST PRESS!


